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 VERS. LIGHT VERS. PLUS VERS. PLUS 

PLUS 
Ability to export text in AutoCAD 

drawing file MS Excel / MS WORD / 

TXT 

SI  

(only WORD) 

SI SI 

Ability to import text into an AutoCAD 

drawing file MS Excel / MS WORD / 

TXT 

SI  

(only WORD) 

SI SI 

Ability to filter the text to be exported 

according to the type of word (numeric , 

text, length etc .. ) 

SI SI SI 

The application and ' a stand-alone 

Windows application with simple 

installation .  

SI SI SI 

Ability to  

recognizes autocad formatting texts via 

regular expression 

SI SI SI 

Also process multiple drawings at the 

same time as long as the DWG are of the 

same source languages . 

NO SI SI 

Export and import multiple drawings at 

the same time / in the same Excel / Word 

. 

NO 

 

SI SI 

Ability to filter on layers, object types , 

visibility elements 

NO SI SI 

Ability to pre- translate terms with 

repetitive manual memory auto-

incremented . 

NO SI SI 

Ability to pre -view of importation : 

choice of additions / replacement / text 

colors . 

NO SI SI 

The solution supports Cyrillic or Eastern 

in general. 

NO SI SI 

Explosion polymesh \ polyline NO NO SI 

Ability to develop multi-language 

designs ; the text of the draft will be 

written to the file MS Excel / MS 

WORD / TXT in different columns 

based on the language . 

NO NO SI 

Ability to multi-language designs , 

choose which language to replace or add 

in what language import. 

NO NO SI 

As far as possible , export contiguously 

related texts . 

NO NO SI 

Extract text from embedded (excel,word 

ecc…) – only from autocad 2013 in poi. 

NO NO SI 

Annual corporate license cost 

(company) including 1 CAL 

license, excluding VAT. 

€ 499,00 

 
€ 799,00 

 
€ 1599,00 

Annual CAL license cost (per 

client), VAT excluded. 
€ 99,00 € 139,00 € 179,00 
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